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• UK named in top 10 most generous places in the world
• Charity Commission to demand publication of top-earners
• Brexit to have a “significant impact” on investment activity

Gift Aid reform  
will help 9,000 new 

charities a year
And raise up to £15 million for the  

voluntary sector, says Minister



Its World Giving Index, which is based on  
a survey of more than 140 countries, has 
dropped the UK two places following its  
sixth place finish last year.

Nonetheless, it remains the highest ranked 
country in Europe, with figures showing that 
more than a third of the nation volunteered 
in 2016.

The numbers also reveal that slightly 
fewer people – around six per cent 
less – donated to charity this year, 
with just more than two thirds of 
British people (69 per cent) handing 
over their hard-earned dough.

The index further found that 63 per cent  
of the UK has helped a stranger in 2016  
– a two per cent decrease from the  
previous year. 

Myanmar – also known as Burma – was  
the most generous country for the third year 
in a row, while the US and Australia took 
second and third place respectively.

Surprisingly, just five of the G20 – representing 
the 20 major economies of the world – 
appeared in the top 20 of the index.

“In every country, people have this in-built 
desire to give and help others. Governments 
should encourage that spirit of generosity 
and create the environment in which a 
strong civil society can flourish allowing 
people to reach out to those less fortunate 
than themselves,” said John Low, chief 
executive of CAF.

This bulletin looks at where the UK placed 
in this year’s World Giving Index; why the 
Charity Commission might make high-
earning executives publish their salaries; 
how the Gift Aid reform could help 9,000 

new charities a year; and finally, we look at 
how Brexit might have changed attitudes to 
charity investing.

We hope you enjoy reading our bulletin and 

that you find it useful. We would welcome your 
ideas for topics that you would like to see 
featured in future issues, so if you would like 
to comment, please call 020 8357 2727 or 
email enquiries@rdpnewmans.com.

Welcome to RDP Newmans’ Focus On Charities, the publication which brings you the latest 
news, developments, and financial issues facing your sector.

Welcome

UK named in top 10 most 
generous places in the world
The United Kingdom has placed eighth in the table of the most generous countries in the 
world, the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) has announced.



Charity Commission to demand 
publication of top-earners
The Charity Commission will recommend that organisations in the not-for-profit sector publicly 
publish the salaries of senior employees, NCVO Chairman Sir Martyn Lewis has said.

The Commission will ask charities to “make 
it easier” for members of the public to find 
information about salaries by posting such 
information on their websites.

The NCVO chair had openly criticised 
charities which had ignored the advice of  
an inquiry that he had launched two years 
ago into senior executive salaries.

The inquiry had concluded that all but the 
smallest of charities should publish, “and in  
no more than two clicks from their website’s 
homepages”, the names, job titles and pay of 

their senior board and other highly-paid staff.

It had also asked for charities to explain  
why the salary was necessary for its 
corresponding recipient.

At the time, Sir Martyn had said that this level 
of transparency would allow potential donors 
to judge for themselves whether the rates of 
pay were justifiable, and “greatly reduce the 
potential for shock-horror exposes”.

He said today, however, that only a “handful” 
of charities had followed his instruction.

“If you didn’t sign up to those 
recommendations or if you still don’t, I 
happen to believe there is a real possibility 
that the Charity Commission will introduce 
those recommendations, or something like 
them, as a regulatory requirement in the 
not-too-distant future,” he said.

For regular updates on the not-for-profit and 
charity sector, follow our Twitter and Facebook 
page, and subscribe to our news bulletins.

Follow @RDP_Newmans on Twitter
Like Us on Facebook @RDPNewmans

Rob Wilson, the Minister for Civil Society, 
told Parliament that provisional estimates 
from HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) 
indicated that changes introduced in the 
Small Charitable Donations and Childcare 
Payments Bill could significantly increase 
the scheme’s reach.

At current, the GASDS enables established 
charities and Community Amateur Sports 
Clubs (CASCs) to claim back 25 per cent  
on cash donations of £20 or less without  
the need for a Gift Aid declaration.

But changes to the Bill, including the 
removal of the “two-year rule”, will 
significantly broaden the scheme.

Under the two-year rule, charities must  
have existed for at least two complete tax 
years before they can access the scheme, 
meaning newly-formed charities cannot 
apply for top-up payments.

The Bill would also omit the requirement  
that charities must have made a Gift Aid 
claim in at least two of the last four tax 
years, and allow small donations to be  
made by contactless card payments.

The Minister said these changes 
would enable up to 9,000 newly-
formed charities to access the 
scheme, boosting payments by 
around £15 million a year.

“The changes in the  
bill will make the Gift Aid  
Small Donations Scheme 
significantly more flexible  
and generous,” said Mr Wilson. 

“HMRC’s provisional estimates 
suggest that the reforms could 
benefit charities by up to  
£15 million a year, given that  
the 9,000 new charities that  
apply for recognition by  
HMRC each year are now  
entitled to claim top-up  
payments much sooner.”

RDP Newmans keeps a close eye on the 
latest developments in the not-for-profit 
sector so we can better your charity. For 
more information on the GASDS, or for any 
other tax relief schemes, please contact us.

Gift Aid reform will help  
9,000 new charities a year
Changes to the Gift Aid Small Donations Scheme (GASDS) will reach 9,000 newly-formed 
charities a year and boost payments by around £15 million, a Minister has revealed.



The research, conducted by Newton 
Investment Management, found that only  
17 per cent of charities think Brexit will have 
little to no impact on their activities, while 
many are already reporting significant 
reductions in investment returns.

It was based on a survey of more than 80 
charities, which together account for 18 per 
cent – or £15 billion – of the not-for-profit 
sector’s investment assets.

The study looked into how charities have 
performed in the recent past and how they 
expect their portfolios to perform in the future; 
how their charity portfolios are allocated 
between different asset classes; and what 
their views are around ethical investing.

It found that more than half of  
the charities think Brexit will have  
a significant short-term impact,  
and around a third have already 
experienced a decline in 
investment value.

A large number of charities further told 
Newton that they expected returns of six per 
cent or less over the next few years, and are 
already withdrawing less funds to spend  
on their charitable objectives. Despite  
this, just 12 per cent said their total  
returns were inadequate.

In terms of ethical investment,  
73 per cent said social and  
governance factors were an  
increasingly important part of  
their charities’ investment decisions.

For the same reasons, tobacco was  
found to be the least common asset in 
investment portfolios, while fossil fuel 
exclusions have become more four-times 
more popular in the past 12 months.

Jeremy Wells, senior investment relationship 
manager for charities and specialist institutions 
at Newton, said: “If ethical investors have 
historically talked about the ‘big five’ of ethical 
investment exclusions, it is possible that fossil 
fuel-free will soon join the likes of tobacco, 
armaments and gambling.”
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Brexit will have a significant impact on 
investment activity, say top charities

The vast majority of charities believe that the UK’s decision to leave the 
European Union will have a significant impact on their investment activities,  
a study has revealed.


